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WAVE GENERATIONS FROM
C O N F I N E D E X P L O S I O N S IN R O C K S
C. L. Liu and Thomas J. Ahrens
Seismological Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125

In order to record P- and S-waves generated from confined explosions in rocks in the laboratory, a method is developed based on the interactions between incident P- and SV-waves
and free-surfaces of rocks. The relations between particle displacements of incident P- and
SV-waves, and the strains measured using strain gauges attached on free-surfaces of rocks are
analytically derived. P- and SV-waves generated from confined explosions in Bedford limestone
are recorded.
INTRODUCTION

We determine P- and SV-wave displacements using the strains measured along two perpendicular
directions at a series of stations on free-surfaces
of the rock samples.

Virtually all the methods that have been proposed for discrimination of underground explosions ( mb <_4) from earthquakes and mining explosions(1 and 2) are based on various P-to-S amplitude ratios. Although there are many previous
studies of seismic radiation patterns from decoupled explosions(3 - 6), it is still unclear what controls the radiation pattern of S-waves in tamped
and decoupled explosions (5). Therefore, study
of P- and S-wave generation from confined explosions is important for discrimination purposes. In
order to investigate waves generated from smallscale laboratory explosions in rocks, a measurement method is required to monitor both P- and
S-waves. Conventional seismic recording systems
and methods for laboratory scale high strain rate
experiments(7) can not be utilized. Based on
the analysis of the interactions between P- and
SV-waves and free surfaces, we have developed a
method to monitor P- and SV-wave profiles using
two perpendicular strain gauges attached to the
free-surfaces of samples. The method and some
initial experimental data are presented below.

Data reduction method
The strain gauges are attached at positions
along the intersection of the plane containing the
axis of the spherical wave front and the sample free-surface as shown in Fig.1. The strains
recorded by the gauges include the contributions
from incident P- or S-waves and reflected P- and
S-waves. The relation between the measured
strains and incident P- and S-wave particle displacements are derived as follows:
P-wave reflections at free surfaces

The displacement reflection coefficients for
incident planar P-waves at free surfaces (8)
are P P
= (B - A ) / ( B + A), P S
=
2~sin(20) cos(2j)/(A + S ) , where P P and P S
are reflection coefficients of P- and SV-wave displacements due to incident P-waves, and c~ and
/3 are P- and S-wave velocities, respectively. A =
eos2(2j) and B = (8) 2 sin(2j) sin(20), where 0
and j are P-wave incident angle and S-wave reflection angle, respectively (Fig.l).
The displacements of particles on free surfaces
after P-wave reflections are

MEASUREMENT METHOD
When elastic P- and S- waves generated from
explosions in rocks reflect at free surfaces, these
generate different displacement-time histories.

uS,, = u~[(1 + PP)sinO + PScosj] = Hp,,u~, (1)
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u~, = u~[(1 -- PP) cosO + PSsinj] = Hn~,u~, (2)

resultant displacements. T h e length of the gauge

s is the particle displacement of inwhere Up
cident P-waves; upP~ and upP~ are the particle displacements along the directions shown in
Fig.l, respectively. Having substituted P P and
P S into Eqs.(1) and (2), the two coefficients
are Hpar = 2cosOsin(2j)/(A + B) and Hper =
2 cos 0 cos (2j) / (A + B).

after reflection, As, is equal to (r 2 + (-~0) 2) 8960,
where 68 ~ l~cose
l, is the initial length of the
rn
strain gauge, rn is the distance between the explosive source center to the position of a gauge
upon P-wave reflection. Here rn can be expressed
as r,~ .~ r + u cos(~-~),where r is the distance between the explosive source center and the gauge
before P-wave reflection, u is the resultant displacement of the point at 0 on the free surface
and y is the angle between u and unVer, u and ~?
are given by u : upI2cos(0)/(A + B) and 1 / : 2j.
From the expressions above, As is given as

SV-wave reflections at free surfaces
For incident SV-waves, the reflection coefficients for P-waves (SP) and SV-waves(SS)(S)
are S P = ~sin(40)/(As + Bs), SS = ( A s B,)/(A~ + B,), where A~ = cos2(20), S~ =
(~)2 sin(20) sin(2j). 0 and j are SV-wave incident
angle and P-wave reflected angle, respectively.
The displacements of particles on free surfaces
after SV-wave reflections are

i
Orn 2
As ~ (r, + 2 3 - ~ ( - ~ ) )6e.

Because -~
<< 1, As is rewritten as
r

%8 V~ = u~ [(1 + SS) cos 0 + SP sin j] = Gn~u~ , (3)

AS -: (r(l-l-~)§

un~,
s
"~ = u~[(SS - 1)sinO-SPcosj] = Gn~,u,~,
(4)
where u ~ r and u~V~ are particle displacements after reflection along the directions shown in Fig.l,
and u~v is the particle displacement of incident
SV-waves. The two coefficients are determined
to be Gv~ = 2cos(20)cosOl(A, + B,), Gp~ =
- 2 ~ cosjsin(20)/(As + Bs).

I

_

As

-

ls

where

H2

tan

=

_

(9)

ro

cos(0)(W(1 -

'

tan2(0)/2)

+

+

The particle displacement of an incident Pwave determined from a gauge along direction 2
is
U !p -- rock~H2.
(10)

Particle displacements of incident SV-waves

(5)

Using the same above formulation, the relations between incident SV-wave particle displacements and strains along the two directions are
obtained.
The particle displacements of incident SVwaves from the strains along direction 1 and 2

where r0 is the distance between the center of
explosive source and the free surface of samples
at ~ = 0 .
u ~ does not result in any strains along direction 1, so the total strain induced by the incident
P-waves is determined to be ~ -- HlU~/ro, where
H1 = Hp~. Therefore, the strain along direction
1 yields the particle displacement of incident Pwaves as
Ups = r o c ~ / H ~ .

tan2(O)-[)2-tan(O)-~-))60,
(s)

Because uge ~ is perpendicular to free surfaces,
and incident waves are assumed to be spherical,
the strain due to upper along direction 1, e per
I , is
simply expressed as

Hperup/ro,

-

where W(~) = 2 cos(~) c o s ( ~ / - ~)/(A + B).
From the definition of strains,

Particle displacements of incident P-waves

Cper
1
:

(7)

are
I = roclVlG1,
?~sv

(11)

s ----r OE2
~ / 1~'72,
f,
~sv

(12)

and

(6)

Since both uPper and uPar have contributions to
strains along direction 2, we need to consider the

where G1 =

Gper,
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Figure 1.

Schematic arrangement of experiments
From the above calculation, the gauges along
direction 1 are not sensitive to an incident SVwave, however, the gauges along direction 2 are
very sensitive to an incident SV-wave. The polarities of the strains along direction 2 are always
negative, and the polarities of the strains along
direction I are determined by the direction of SVwave particle m o t i o n .
Eqs.(6), (10), (11) and (12) give the relations
between strains along the two directions and incident P- and SV-wave particle displacements. If
strains along the two directions can be recorded,
the P- and SV-wave amplitudes can be determined experimentally.

G2 : cos(0)(W,(1 - tan2(8))2 +tan0---~-)/(ldW~ +~),tan2(0)

W, = 2 cos(v
As -+ e)B,cos(e)(cos2(2e) + 4(.~)2 c~

and t a n u =

89'

-acosS/(flcosj)/tan(28).

Characteristics o] strains in different directions
Figure 2 shows the dependence of H1, H2, G1
and G2 o n incident angle t h a t were calculated
using t h e equations derived above. For incident
P-waves, t h e constant, H1, is relatively insensitive to 8, and H1 changes from 2.0 at 8 -- 0 ~
to 1.4 a t 8 --- 60 ~ for Bedford limestone. The
constant, /-/2, is very sensitive to 8, and it varies
from 2 t o -0.4 when ~ varies from 0 to 60 ~ It
can be seen t h a t the strains induced by compressional P - w a v e s along direction 1 are always positive, b u t t h e strains along direction 2 are positive
when 8 is less than 47 ~ and negative when 8 is
larger t h a n 47 ~ This change in polarity is controlled b y t h e ratio of the projection of P-wave
displacements along direction 1 to that along the
direction t h a t is perpendicular to the free surface. If t h e strain induced by the displacement
along d i r e c t i o n 2 is less than that due to the displacement along the perpendicular direction, the
strain is positive, otherwise, the strain is negative.

EXPERIMENTS

A N D RESULTS

The method described above was used to monitor P- and SV-waves generated from confined explosions in rocks. The rock sample (Bedford limestone) was assembled with two blocks as shown
in Fig. 1. The rock sample with strain gauges was
placed inside a tank that was pressurized to 10
bars.
The recorded strains for one of the experiments
are shown in Figs.3 and 4. The characteristics of
the strains recorded by the gauges are the same
as predicted from our derived equations. The
strains along direction 1 induced by incident Pwaves are always positive, while the strains along
direction 2 change polarities as P-wave incident
angle increases (Figs.3 and 4). The strains in-
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4.0

duced by incident SV-waves along direction 2 are
negative and are much larger than that along direction 1.
From the records, it is straightforward to determine P and SVowave amplitudes for the experiment using the expression given above. From
the P- and SV-wave velocities of Bedford limestone, the expected S-wave arrivals are labeled
on the records. The time difference between the
expected and the recorded is less than 2ps for the
experiment.
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CONCLUSIONS
Figure 2.

In this work, a method has been developed for
measuring P- and SV-wave amplitudes generated
from explosions in rocks. The relations between
the strains given by gauges placed on the free surfaces of rocks and incident particle displacements
are derived analytically. The experimental results showed that the characteristics of recorded
strains along the two directions are in good agreement with the predictions.
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Figure 3. Strainsinducedby P-wavealongdirection 1
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Figure 4. Strains inducedby incidentSV-wavesalongdirection2
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